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PRITY BELL INFO PRITY QUAT SITE WAVE 1380

1. FOLLOWING HIS ELECTION KING CARDONA CALLED ON CHABADA AND
   REQUESTED THAT HE BE PERMITTED VISIT CAMPS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

2. HIS REQUEST STOPS FROM (A) PREVIOUS CHABADA COUNCIL THAT KING
   MADE NO MILITARY DESIGNATION TO CONSIDER REVOLUCIUNARIO UNTIL HE HAD
   SET WITH MIL LEADERS IN THE CAMPS; (B) DESIRE TO PAY HIS RESPECTS TO
   GENERAL AND EXTEND THANKS IN NAME OF CARDONA; (C) SEE HIS TROOPS
   AND

3. KING UNDERSTANDS PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT FORMATION OR MUST
   PRECED HIS TRIP BUT ANXIOUS LEAVE THEREAFTER.

4. IF TRIP PROGRAM FACILITATES TROOP REVIEW PURPOSE OF TRIP WOULD BE
   ACCOMPLISHED BY VIS BETWEEN KING AND MILITARY ARE AT HELVETIA.
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